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ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF OPTIMIZATION THEORY

Andr�as Pr�ekopa

� Introduction

Farkas�s famous paper of ���� ��	
 became a principal reference for linear inequalities
after the publication of the paper of Kuhn and Tucker� �Nonlinear Programming� in
���� ��	
� In that paper Farkas�s fundamental theorem on linear inequalities was used to
derive necessary conditions for optimality for the nonlinear programming problem� The
results obtained led to a rapid development of nonlinear optimization theory� The work
of John ���
 containing similar but weaker results for optimality� published in ����� has
been generally known� but it was not until a few years ago that Karush�s work ���
 of ��	�
became widely known� although essentially the same result was obtained by Kuhn and
Tucker ��	
 in �����

In this paper we call attention to some important work done in the last century and
before� We show that fundamental ideas about the necessary optimality conditions for
nonlinear optimization subject to inequality constraints can be found in papers by Fourier�
Cournot� and Farkas� as well as by Gauss� Ostrogradsky� and Hamel�

To start to describe the early development of optimization theory it is very helpful to
look at the �rst two sentences in Farkas�s paper ��	
�

The natural and systematic treatment of analytical mechanics has to have as its

background the inequality principle of virtual displacements �rst formulated by Fourier
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and later by Gauss� The possibility of such a treatment requires� however� some

knowledge of homogeneous linear inequalities that may be said to have been entirely

missing up to now�

We see that Farkas had a de�nite reason for developing the theory of linear inequalities�
He was Professor of Theoretical Physics at the University of Kolozsv�ar� We can certainly
assume that he himself had already applied his inequality theorem to the problem of
mechanical equilibrium� In fact� he reported �rst �on the applications of the mechanical
principle of Fourier at the session of the Hungarian Academy held on December ��� �����
This was published later in Hungarian ��	
 and in German ���
� We shall analyze this
paper in more detail in further sections� We present here� however� a brief summary of
the problem and the principal result�

The method of Lagrange for �nding extrema of functions subject to equality constraints
was published in ���� in his famous book M�ecanique Analytique as a tool for �nding the
stable equilibrium state of a mechanical system� In the case when a potential exists� the
Lagrangian problem can be formulated in the following manner�

minimize g�x�
subject to gi�x� � �� i � �� � � � � m�

where the objective function is the potential� The case of inequality constraints was �rst
investigated in ���� by Fourier �	�
� If a potential exists� then Fourier�s problem is

minimize g�x�
subject to gi�x� � �� i � �� � � � � m�

Assuming that the constraining and the objective functions are di�erentiable and some
regularity conditions hold� the Lagrangian necessary condition for the equilibrium states
that at the minimizing point x� the gradient rg�x�� can be expressed as a suitable linear
combination of the gradients rgi�x��� i � �� � � � � m�

For Fourier�s problem the necessary condition for equilibrium was proved by Farkas
in ���� ��	
 and ���� ���
� This condition� formulated without proof for special cases by
Cournot in ���� ��
 and for the general case by Ostrogradsky in ��	� ���
� is that at the
minimizing point x� the gradient rg�x�� can be expressed as a linear combination with
nonnegative coe�cients of those gradients rgi�x�� whose corresponding constraints hold
with equality at x��

Figure � illustrates the situation� The constraints restricting a mass point are �ve
half�spaces� Choosing the coordinate system so that the x�� x� plane coincides with the
plane of the ground� the potential corresponding to the gravitational force is given by the
well�known formula mgx�� provided x� is small as compared to the radius of the earth�
At the equilibrium point x�� four constraints hold with equality and the cone generated
by their negative gradients contains the vector of the gravitational force�
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Figure �� The mass point is in stable equilibrium at x�� the vector of the gravitational force
is in the cone generated by the negatives of the gradients of the constraining functions at
x��

Now we need to say a few words about those mechanical principles which played an
important role in the development of optimization theory�

� On the Principles of Mechanical Equilibrium

The principle of virtual work was enunciated by Johann Bernoulli in ����� It appeared
�rst in a book by Varignon in the same year� Let us quote Lagrange ���� I� pp� ��� ��
�

The principle of virtual velocity can be given the following general form�

If a system of any number of bodies or points on each of which any forces act is in
equilibrium� and one gives the system some small displacement on the basis of which
each point moves an in�nitesimal distance that will express its virtual velocity� the
sum of the forces� each multiplied by the distance moved by the corresponding point
in the direction of the force� will always be equal to zero� if in�nitesimal displacements
in the direction of the forces are taken as positive� and those in the opposite direction�
negative�

	



John Bernoulli is the �rst as far as I know� who observed this great general form

of the principle of virtual velocity and its usefulness for the solution of the problems of

Statics� One can see this in one of his Letters to Varignon� dated ����� which Varignon

placed at the beginning of the ninth Section of his New Mechanics� a Section which is

entirely devoted to showing by means of di�erent applications the truth and the use

of the principle in question�

This principle was considered by Lagrange as an axiom of Mechanics� On page �� of the
same work we read�

In this law lies what is generally called the principle of virtual velocity� which has

been recognized for a long time as the fundamental principle of equilibrium� as we

have described it in the preceding Section� and we can consequently consider it as a

kind of an axiom of Mechanics�

For the case of a conservative system of forces� i�e�� when the forces are given as nega�
tive partial derivatives of a scalar function� the principle� �rst enunciated by Courtivron�
applies� Concerning this� Lagrange writes the following ���� I�� p� ��
�

� � � which yields a further principle of Statics� namely that out of all con�gurations

that are successively assumed by the system� the one in which it has the greatest or

the smallest kinetic energy is also that in which it would have to be placed in order

for it to remain in equilibrium� �See Courtivron� M	emoires de l
Acad	emie des Sciences

of ���� and �����

Lagrange gave su�cient conditions that the potential takes its minimum� As Bertrand
remarked� his proof was incomplete and Dirichlet later gave a correct proof ���
� ���
�

The mechanical principle of Fourier was �rst published in ���� in his paper �M�emoires
sur la Statique� This concerns the case of inequality constraints� Farkas remarked ��	�
p� ���
 that the declaration of the inequality principle is not the main contribution of
the paper� It has the subtitle� �Contenant la d�emonstration du principe des vitesses
virtuelles� This very general �proof� however� has not been accepted �see� e�g�� ���
��
thus the main merit of the paper is still� contrary ot Farkas�s remark� the statement of the
inequality principle� We quote from page ��� of Fourier�s paper �	�
�

As it frequently happens that the points of the system are only constrained by

�xed obstacles� without being attached to them� it is evident that there are possible

displacements that do not satisfy the equations of constraint� one also sees that for

these displacements the moment of the resulting forces is necessarily positive� since

the direction of these forces has to be orthogonal to the resisting surfaces� Thus the
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sum of the moments of the applied forces is positive for all displacements of this kind�

but it is impossible to displace a solid body that is in equilibrium so that the total

moment of the applied forces will be negative� Finally� if one considers the resistances

as forces� which provide us� as we know� with the means of estimating these resistances�

the body can be considered free and the sum of the moments is zero for all possible

displacements�

The moment of the forces P � Q� R� � � � acting on a mechanical system is de�ned as the
sum of scalar products

P�p � Q�q � R�r � � � � � �����

where �p� �q� �r� � � � are variations of the displacements� The Bernoulli principle declares
����� to be equal to zero� while the Fourier principle declares ����� to be less than or equal
to zero in case of equilibrium� Fourier was using the ��uxion� as it turns out from other
parts of his paper� instead of the displacement� these two being negatives of each other�
This explains why Fourier required ����� to be nonnegative�

If a potential V exists� i�e�� if we have

P � �
�V

�p
� Q � �

�V

�q
� R � �

�V

�r
� � � � �

where the derivatives on the right denote vectors� then the requirement that ����� is less
than or equal to zero takes the form�

�V

�p
�p�

�V

�q
�q �

�V

�r
�r � � � � � �� �����

On the left side we have a total di�erential� A correct mathematical proof � according to
our present standards � cannot be found in Fourier�s work� We know� in particular� that
����� cannot be derived as a necessary condition that V takes its minimum� without some
constraint quali�cation� Fourier remarked that in the case where his principle reduces to
������ we can �nd the equilibrium state by minimizing � � the function V �

In ���� Gauss �	�
 again enunciated the inequality principle without mentioning Fourier�
He added a footnote explaining his ideas in more detail�

According to the principle of virtual velocities this equilibrium requires that the

sum of products of all three factors� namely� each of the masses m� m�� m��� etc�� the

line segments cb� c�b�� c��b��� etc�� and the projections of the possible motions of the

corresponding points in accordance with the constraints� should be equal to zero� as

it is ordinarily stated� or more exactly that the above sum should never be positive�

Footnote�
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The ordinary expression tacitly assumes such constraints as allow the opposite for

every possible motion� as� e�g�� that a point must remain on a certain surface� that the

distance between two points should be �xed� and so on� But this is an unnecessary

restriction and does not always correspond to Nature� The surface of an impenetrable

body does not compel a material point to remain on it but merely prevents it from

going to the other side� an inextensible but �exible cord connecting two points prevents

only the increase but not the decrease of the distance� etc� Why should we not prefer

to express the law of virtual velocities from the very beginning so that it covers all

cases�

In ��	� Ostrogradsky also enunciated the inequality principle at a session of the
Acad�emie Imp�eriale des Sciences de Saint�P�etersbourg� Voss remarks ���� p� ��
 that
therefore in Russia it is also called Ostrogradsky�s principle� It is interesting to read what
Ostrogradsky ���
 wrote about the inequality principle�

It is very surprising to see that in the new edition of the M	ecanique Analytique�
published at a time when the full extent of the principle of virtual velocity was already
known� Lagrange not only did not make any use of the observation that in the equilib�
rium of forces the total moment may acquire a negative value� but in a way he ruled
it out when it turned up naturally in the proof he gave for the principle of virtual ve�
locity� meanwhile� failing to take account of it� this great mathematician incompletely
enumerated the possible displacements in most of the questions of the �rst part of the
M	ecanique Analytique and it is easy to recognize that the displacements he neglected
to consider are not forbidden by any condition� so that even when all the equations
that he established for the equilibrium are satis�ed� equilibrium may not occur�

In this memoir we propose to expound the analysis of the use of the principle of

virtual velocity considered in its utmost generality and to complete the solution of

various questions handled in the �rst part of the M	ecanique Analytique�

Lagrange�s method of multipliers was published in the �rst volume of M�ecanique A�

nalytique� pp� ������ as a tool for �nding the equilibrium of a mechanical system using
Bernoulli�s principle� The validity of the method was proved by Lagrange entirely on an
algebraic basis� �This ingenious method was unable to attract mathematics students and
teachers for a long time� The method of presentation used nowadays by many instructors is
to prove the necessary condition �rst in the case of inequality constraints� give a geometric
meaning to this� and then refer to the case of equality constraints� This can make the
students more enthusiastic about this theory�� We shall see in Sections ��� what happened
to Fourier�s principle� Now we devote a few pages to Farkas�s theorem�
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� The Theorem of Farkas on Linear Inequalities

Gyula Farkas ��������	��� a former member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences� con�
tributed primarily to theoretical physics� In this respect his results in Mechanics and
Thermodynamics are the best known� For further information concerning his life and
work see �	�
� �		
� ���
� ���
� ��	
�

Farkas�s ���� paper ��	
 is generally cited for the fundamental theorem on homogeneous
linear inequalities� In what follows we shall write vectors in column form� and the transpose
will be denoted by a prime�

Let g�� � � �gM � g denote m�component vectors and form the following homogeneous lin�
ear inequalities�

g�ix � �� i � �� � � � �M� �	���

g�x � �� �	���

If �	��� holds for every x for which all inequalities in �	��� hold� then we say that the
inequality �	��� is a consequence of the system of inequalities �	���� Farkas�s theorem is
the following�

Theorem ���� The inequality �	��� is a consequence of the inequalities �	��� if and

only if there exists nonnegative numbers ��� � � � � �M such that

g � ��g� � � � �� �MgM � �	�	�

Farkas published this theorem �rst in ���� and ���� ��	
� ���
� However� the proof
contains a gap� The second proof that he gave in ���� ���
 in Hungarian is also incomplete�
Essentially the same paper appeared in German in ���� ���
� The �rst complete proof was
published in Hungarian in ���� ���
 and in German in ���� ���
� This proof is included in
his best�known paper ��	
� It is instructive to see what kind of error he made in the �rst
proof� We shall quote form ���
�

First he shows that we may suppose that there are as many linearly independent
inequalities in the system� of which one consequence is considered� as the number of
variables� Then he represents the coe�cient vector of the consequence inequality as a
linear combination of the other coe�cient vectors� Now if� for the sake of simplicity� the
�rst n inequalities are linearly independent� then we can express the multipliers belonging
to these in terms of the others in the following manner

�� � I� � I��n�� � I��n�� � � � �

�� � K� � K��n�� � K��n�� � � � � �	���

���

�n � � � � �
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What Farkas then writes can be summarized as follows� a necessary condition that it is
impossible for all ��values simultaneously to assume nonnegative values is that� in �	����
or in one of its equivalent forms that can be obtained using subsequent eliminations� at
least one right�hand side has the two properties that its �rst terms is negative and the
coe�cients of the remaining terms are either negative or zero�

Farkas seems to have had in mind a procedure similar to what is used in the dual
�simplex� method� We know� however� that cycling is possible there ��
� We can correct
the proof by applying the lexicographic dual method ���
� a short presentation is given in
���
� Let us summarize the whole corrected proof brie�y�

Proof of Farkas�s theorem� First we remark that if we apply a linear transfor�
mation y � Bx� where B is a nonsingular square matrix� to the inequalities �	���� �	����
then the new �	��� inequality will be consequence of the new �	��� system� Furthermore�
proving Farkas�s theorem for the new inequalities� we see that �	�	� is satis�ed with the
same nonnegative multipliers ��� � � � � �M �

Let us assume �rst that the system �	��� contains as many linearly independent relations
as the number of variables� Consider the linear programming problem�

minimize � � �� � � � �� � � �M

subject to ��g� � � � �� �MgM � g� �� � �� � � � � �m � �� �	���

Starting from any basis and applying the lexicographic dual method� at the end we reach
a system of the form �	��� where either I� � �� K� � �� � � � � or there exists a row in which
the �rst term on the right�hand side is negative and all variables there have positive or
zero coe�cients� The second case cannot occur� In fact the lexicographic dual method
guarantees that the column vectors of �	��� are obtained from the vectors g�� � � � � gM � g by
a nonsingular linear transformation� thus the system of linear inequalities �in the variables
y�� � � � � yn��

y� � � �I�y� �K�y� � � � � � �
y� � � �I�y��K�y� � � � � � �

�� �
���

yn � �

�	���

has the consequence

I�y� � K�y� � � � � � �� �	���

Now if e�g�� we had I� � �� I� � �� I� � �� � � � � then the vector of components y� � ��
y� � � � � � yn � � would satisfy �	��� and would not satisfy �	����

If in �	��� we have h�� M� linearly independent relations and for the sake of simplicity
g�� � � � � gh are linearly independent� then we choose n�component vectors d�� � � � � dn�h so
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that B � �g�� � � � � gh� d�� � � � � dn�h� is a nonsingular matrix and apply the transformation
y � Bx for the inequalities in �	��� and �	���� Then �	��� will depend only on y�� � � � � yh
and� since the inequality in �	��� is a consequence of the former ones� yh��� � � � � yn will have
zero coe�cients there also� Now we can forget about yh��� � � � � yn and apply the above
reasoning to the system of variables y�� � � � � yh� At the end we can reestablish yh��� � � � � yn
everywhere with zero coe�cients and reach the original inequalities by setting y � Bx�

Thus we have proved Farkas�s theorem� We have also proved

Theorem ���� If �	��� is not a consequence of the system �	���� then there is a linear

transformation y � Bx with nonsingular square matrix B such that for at least one i�

the variable yi has negative coe�cients in the new inequality �	��� and has nonnegative

coe�cients in the new system �	����

� Necessary Condition for Equilibrium

We consider a mechanical system the state of which is described by the vector x � Rn�
which is subject to the following constraints�

gi�x� � �� i � �� � � � � m� �����

where the functions gi � Rn � R� i � �� � � � � m are di�erentiable�

Denote by X�� � � � � Xn the components of the forces acting on the system and suppose
that equilibrium is reached at x�� Then by Fourier�s principle the inequality

X��x� � � � �� Xn�xn � � �����

is satis�ed� where �x�� � � � � �xn are variations of the coordinates x�� � � � � xn� i�e�� small
quantities with the property that the vector of components

x�� � �x�� � � � � x
�

n � �xn ���	�

satis�es ������ In what follows we shall use general terms� but our statements can be made
exact under not very restrictive mathematical conditions�

The inactive constraints in ������ i�e�� those for which we have strict inequality at the
point x�� do not restrict small changes in the coordinates� Thus to obtain the conditions
on small changes we only have to consider the constraints active at x�� Let us assume that
these are the �rst M constraints� Then� writing dx� instead of �x�� the Fourier principle
requires that

X�dx� � � � �� Xndxn � � �����
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and the increments are subject to the inequalities�

�gi�x
��

�x�
dx� � � � ��

�gi�x
��

�xn
dxn � �� i � �� � � � �M� �����

Now we can forget about the order of magnitude of the quantities dx�� � � � � dxn satisfying
the above inequalities� In fact if dx�� � � � � dxn satisfy a homogeneous linear inequality�
then the same holds for tdx�� � � � � tdxn where t is any nonnegative constant�

Let X denote the vector with components X�� � � � � Xn� We shall write it in row form
and also use the convention that gradients are row vectors�

If x� is an equilibrium point� then� using Fourier�s principle� we �nd that the linear in�
equality ����� is a consequence of the system of linear inequalities ������ hence� by Farkas�s
theorem� there exist nonnegative numbers ��� � � � � �M such that

X � ��rg��x
�� � � � �� �MrgM�x�� � �� �����

If the system of forces is conservative� i�e�� there exists a potential V �x� so that at every
point of the state space we have

Xi � �
�V

�xi
� i � �� � � � � n� �����

then ����� becomes

�V

�x�
dx� � � � ��

�V

�xn
dxn � �� �����

Here on the left�hand side we have a total di�erential� Having a potential� we can start
from ������ by applying Courtivron�s principle� which states that if a mechanical system is
in stable equilibrium then the potential has a local minimum� and observing that �except
for pathological cases� the total di�erential is nonnegative at the minimum point of the
function�

We can ask� Who � if anybody � deduced equation ����� from the inequality princi�
ple for mechanical equilibrium! To answer this question we can start by analyzing the
papers cited by Farkas in ��	
� and we should also look at the volumes of Enzyklop�adie
der Mathematischen Wissenschaften published at the beginning of this century� In the
four volumes on mechanics there are two papers �Voss ���
 and St"ackel ���
� that mention
theories of statics and dynamics under inequality constraints� These authors and Farkas
cite about thirty books and papers� some of them are unfortunately not available to the
other author� but Farkas� Voss� and St"ackel together very likely give a good picture of the
history of the subject� Voss writes ���� p� ��
�

This case� not considered by Lagrange� was �rst considered� independently of

Fourier� by Gauss and by Ostrogradsky � � � therefore in Russia the Fourier princi�

ple is also called Ostrogradsky
s principle� In France the Fourier principle has been
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less often neglected� A� A� Cournot developed Ostrogradsky
s equations as early as

�����

One paper by Ostrogradsky ���
 is also cited by Farkas� St"ackel mentions ���
 also�

Voss does not refer to Farkas� but St"ackel cites the papers ���
� ���
� We can forgive
St"ackel for not recognizing the importance of Farkas�s work� because the subject of his
paper is �Elementare Dynamik�

Dynamical problems subject to inequality constraints were considered by Gibbs in ����
�	�
� Nonnegativity of the multipliers in some special cases are proved by Mayer ���
� ���

and Zermelo ���
� Farkas gave a more general form of the theory in ���� ���
�

Fourier� Cournot� Ostrogradsky� and Farkas seem to be the principal contributors to
the present form of the necessary condition of static equilibrium� Cournot and later
Ostrogradsky presented the equations ����� in the form of a conjecture� as we may say
now� Farkas proved ����� by relying on Fourier�s work concerning the �rst part of the
theorem� considering a conservative system of forces� where � as it is obvious today but
did not seem necessary for those in the last century dealing with mechanical problems � a
constraint quali�cation is needed� We have to add to these that the work of Cournot was
based to a great extent on the work of Poinsot ���
�

Fourier and Farkas both contributed further important ideas to optimization theory�
Let us summarize brie�y their principal results in this respect�

� Fourier

� anticipated the formulation of the linear programming problem in ���� �	�� II��
p� 	���	��
� ���
�

� formulated the inequality principle for the mechanical equilibrium in ���� �	�
�

� initiated the parametric solution of homogeneous linear inequalities in ���� �	�
�

� Farkas

� proved the basic theorem concerning homogeneous linear inequalities� �rst men�
tioned in ���� ��	
 and �rst complete proof in ���� ���
�

� gave a rigorous proof for the �dual form of Fourier�s mechanical inequality
principle� �rst in ��������� ��	
� ���
�

� gave an elegant parametric representation for the solutions of homogeneous
linear inequalities� �rst in ���� ���
�
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� The Work of Cournot on the Problem of Equilibrium

Antoine�Augustin Cournot ������������ a famous polyhistor� was one of the greatest
mathematical economists� The work of his that we analyze here was done as a contri�
bution to mechanics� It is interesting to remark that� though optimization theory is an
important tool of mathematical economics� in his famous book Recherches sur les Principes

Math�ematiques de la Th�eorie des Richesses� no application can be found of his previous
investigation of the problem of mechanical equilibrium� Since the �rst publication of
this book in ��	� several editions have appeared� e�g�� ��
 with the critiques of Walras�
Bertrand� and Pareto� and introduction and biographical notes by Lutfalla� and ��
 with
the notes of Irving Fisher�

Cournot became docteur �es sciences in ���� in Paris� His thesis ��
� ��
 contributed to
dynamics� where he applied his earlier result published in ���� ��
� One year earlier he
published an elementary paper �	
 on inequalities� there is no anticipation in that paper
of any form of Farkas�s theorem�

In the paper ��
 that is at present most important for us� Cournot does not refer to
the work of Fourier� He seems to have been unaware of the enunciation of the inequality
principle by Fourier in ����� Cournot rediscovered the principle but also derived the
necessary conditions for equilibrium� We quote from his short paper ��� p� ���


� � � It often happens that the constraints of the system cannot be expressed by equa�
tions� from these constraints there result conditions of equilibrium that have always
been considered as not being derivable from the principle of virtual velocity and being
outside of this principle �M	ecanique de M� Poisson� tom� I� p� ����� Our purpose here
is to show that when the constraints of the system can be expressed algebraically by
inequality signs� the principle of virtual velocity� suitably modi�ed� still applies and
provides the conditions of equilibrium by a uniform method�

Let us assume that a system is subject to a certain number of similar constraints
expressed by the inequalities

I � �� I� � �� etc� J � �� J � � �� etc��

the signs � and � always being supposed not to exclude the case of the equality�

One cannot� in general� di�erentiate an inequality like an equation� or derive a
relation between the increments of the variables� but when equilibrium conditions are
sought� only two cases can appear� Either the nature of the system is such that one
could suppress the constraints without changing its state� as happens if cords that
connect some of its points are not taut or if the points to which certain surfaces form
impenetrable obstacles do not touch these surfaces� in this case equilibriummust occur
independently of the constraints and it is unnecessary to take them into account� or
the system is so situated that the constraints produce their e�ect and can decrease the
number of conditions necessary for equilibrium� then one has the present coordinate
values I � �� J � �� etc�� and if one varies these values� their increments will not
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be entirely arbitrary� on the basis of the primitive conditions� they must satisfy the
relations�

�a� �I � �� �I� � �� etc� �J � �� �J � � �� etc�

In addition� when the system is subject to constraints of the kind that we are
considering here� it is clear that one could suppress them� provided that forces were
applied to produce the same e�ect� thus the resistance of a surface can be replaced
by the application of a suitably oriented force normal to the surface� the constraint
of a taut cord� by the application of a force oriented in the direction of the tension
in the cord� etc� Let F �� F �� � � � � be the forces applied directly to the system in the
directions f� f �� � � � � and P� P � the auxiliary forces that take the place of obstacles and
are directed along lines p� p�� � � � � on the basis of the principle of virtual velocity we
will have the fundamental equation

F�f � F ��f � � etc� � P�p� P ��p� � etc� � ��

Now it is easy to see that all virtual movements in which P and �p� P � and �p�� etc��
would have opposite signs� would tend to overcome the obstacles that the surfaces�
cord� etc�� oppose to the di�erent points of the system� and are consequently incom�
patible with the constraints of the system� expressed by the inequalities �a�� The only
movements compatible with the constraints are those for which P and p� �P � and �p�

have the same sign and for which� as a consequence of this� the quantities P�p� P ��p��
etc�� are essentially positive�

Thus� disregarding the auxiliary forces P � P �� etc�� and the terms containing them
in the equation of the virtual velocities� for the constraints that have to be satis�ed
by the system we have

�b� F�f � F ��f � � etc� � ��

The above �proof given by Cournot concerns the validity of the Fourier principle�
In the paper ��
 Cournot then derives the nonnegativity of the Lagrangian multipliers
for special cases similar to some of those investigated by Lagrange in the �rst part of
M�ecanique Analytique in case of equality constraints� When dealing with the case of a
system of points lying on planes parallel to the xy�plane� Cournot refers to the work of
Poinsot ���
� �rst published in ���	� In fact for this special case Poinsot already obtained
the conditions of equilibrium�

The papers �	
� ��
 of Cournot seem to be less well known than his other works� They
are not listed in the bibliography of his works published in ��
�

� The Work of Ostrogradsky on the Problem of Equilibrium

Mikhail Vasilevich Ostrogradsky ����������� contributed important results to mechanics
�among other subjects�� He was a student in Paris and attended the courses of Fourier�
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Poisson� Cauchy� and other well�known French mathematicians� He returned to Russia
�St� Petersburg� in ����� In ��	� he became an extraordinary member� and in ��	� an
ordinary member� of the Academy of St� Petersburg�

We should mention two papers of Ostrogradsky concerning the problem of mechanical
equilibrium� Farkas refers only to ���
� presented in ��	� before the Academy� but the
other ���
 is an improved version of his theory� In the earlier paper four applications are
mentioned� �a� a point that is allowed to move in one part of the space subdivided by
a surface� �b� the pivoted polygon� �c� the �exible cord� �d� the incompressible liquid�
Further problems are mentioned concerning dynamics�

In ���
 Ostrogradsky refers to �what we now call� Farkas�s theorem as an obvious
algebraic fact and derives the equation of equilibrium ������ We reproduce here part of
pages ��� and ��� of ���
�

Assume that the quantities �s� �s�� �s��� �s���� � � � � belong not only to those displace�
ments of the system� of which the reaction forces are capable� but also to all other
displacements� whether possible or not� or rather consider �s� �s�� �s��� �s���� � � � � to be
entirely arbitrary� We have to express that the reaction forces R�R�� R��� R���� � � � � are
not capable of producing any displacement for the system that satis�es the conditions

�L � �� �L� � �� �L� � �� �L� � �� � � � ����

the sign � does not exclude equality�

Now we know that a system of forces is capable of every displacement that con�
tributes a positive value to the total moment and of none of those that corresponds
to negative or zero values of the total moment� Thus� for the reaction forces to be
incapable of producing any displacements satisfying the conditions ����� it is neces�
sary that their moment is negative or zero for these displacements� in other words it
is necessary that the function

R�s cos� �R��s� cos�� � R���s�� cos��� � R����s��� cos���� � � � �

in which �� ��� ���� ����� � � � � designate the angles R�s� �R��s���R���s��� �R����s���� � � � � re�
spectively� and which consequently represents the moment of the forces R�R�� R��� R����
� � � � is negative or zero whenever �s� �s�� �s��� �s���� � � � � satisfy �����

The solution of the question of making the function

R� cos� �R��s� cos�� �R���s�� cos��� � R����s��� cos���� � � � �

negative or zero whenever the functions of the same kind� �L� �L�� �L�� �L�� � � � � are
positive or zero� belongs to the most elementary algebra� It is necessary and su�cient
that R�s cos��R��s� cos���R���s�� cos����R����s��� cos����� � � � can be reduced to a
linear function of �L� �L�� �L�� �L�� � � � � with negative coe�cients� Thus we only have
to make� for arbitrary �s� �s�� �s��� �s���� � � � �

R�s cos� �R��s� cos�� � R���s�� cos��� � R����s��� cos���� � � � �

� ��L � ���L� � ���L� � ���L� � � � �

��



and add the condition that all �
s be negative� Or� if one wants to avoid considering
negative �
s� one can make

R�s cos� �R��s� cos�� � R���s�� cos��� � R����s��� cos���� � � � �

� ����L � ���L� � ���L� � ���L� � � � � �

then all �
s will be positive� By the last equation and the preceding one it is evident
that the moment R�s cos� � R��s� cos�� � R���s�� cos��� � R����s��� cos���� � � � � will
be negative or zero whenever the functions �L� �L�� �L�� �L�� � � � � will be positive or
zero�

If we transpose all terms to the same side� the equation of equilibrium of the
reaction forces becomes

R�s cos� �R��s� cos�� �R���s�� cos��� � R����s��� cos����

� � � �� ��L � ���L� � ���L� � ���L� � � � � � �� ����

It has to hold for all �s� �s�� �s��� �s���� � � � � of arbitrary magnitude and direction� But
one should not forget to add to the equation ���� the inequalities

� � �� �� � �� �� � �� �� � �� � � � � ����

Ostrogradsky made two errors� One consists of asserting Farkas�s theorem without
proof� Ostrogradsky�s authority was so strong that many authors took the theorem for
granted ���
� ���
� ���
� ���
� The second error was discovered by Study� as communicated
by Mayer ���� p� ���
� On page ��	 of ���
 Ostrogradsky infers that some of his inequalities
should reduce to equations of equilibrium� This would have made it possible to determine
the multipliers in the equation at equilibrium� He thought that those multipliers should
be equal to zero which would turn out to be negative if we did not have the inequality
constraints�

� The Work of Farkas on the Problem of Equilibrium

Since the two papers ��	
� ���
 are essentially the same� we quote from the German version
���
� In the introductory part of the paper we read the following�

The purpose of this paper is to show that� with a suitable modi�cation� the method

of multipliers of Lagrange can be carried over to the Fourier principle also�

In the �rst section of the paper Farkas deals with his inequality theorem� His proof is
incomplete� however� as we pointed out� In the second section the necessary condition of
equilibrium is derived�
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� � � the constraint expressions go over to the following

P
F�q � ��

P
G�q � �� � � � �

P
S�q � ��

P
T�q � �� � � � �

����

and the fundamental inequality is

X
Q�q � � or �

X
Q�q � �� ����

The constraint equations have to be expressed in the form of inequalities so that
the system of constraint conditions appears as follows�

P
F�q � ��

P
G�q � �� � � � �

�
P

F�q � �� �
P

G�q � �� � � � �
P

S�q � ��
P

T�q � �� � � � �

����

The Fourier principle requires that the inequality ���� is satis�ed by all systems of val�
ues �q that satisfy ����� It will be shown that this happens only when there are positive
multipliers such that the coe�cients Q can be represented as homogeneous linear func�
tions of the coe�cients F�G� � � � ��F��G� � � � � S� T� � � � � Let ��� ��� � � � � ���� ���� � � � � ��
	� � � � � denote these positive multipliers� We must have

�Q � ��� � ����F � ��� � ����G� � � �� �S � 	T � � � � �

The di�erences �� � ���� �� � ���� � � � � may also take negative values� consequently
the Fourier principle will be satis�ed by those Q values that can be determined from
equations such as

Q� �F � �G� � � �� �S � 	T � � � � � �� ����

where �� �� � � � � �� 	� � � � � have the same values in the expressions for each Q and

moreover �� ��� � � � � are completely arbitrary� but �� 	� � � � � are arbitrary nonnegative

quantities� Conversely� the fundamental inequality ���� follows from the system ����

by using ���� and simple procedures�

In a further section of the paper �the two main types of application are presented�
�a� the equilibrium equation for tangential solid bodies� �b� the equilibrium equation for
nonsolid bodies�

� On the Constraint Quali	cation

The �constraint quali�cation is of fundamental importance� not only from the point of
view of nonlinear optimization� but also from the point of view of mechanics� Soon we
shall see why�
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At the beginning of this century the axiomatic foundation of the mathematical and
physical sciences was an important activity� In his famous paper ���
 Hilbert urges mathe�
maticians to axiomatize two �physical disciplines� probability theory and mechanics� The
paper of Hamel ���
 of ���� is an attempt in the direction of the axiomatic foundation
of classical mechanics� The Fourier inequality principle was unfortunately not included�
An improved version of his axiomatics is contained in his paper ���
� which appeared in
����� There the inequality principle of Fourier is already mentioned as one of the axioms�
Axiom II�k on page ��� On page 		 concerning �Das Energieprinzip� Axiom II�c� de�
clares� denoting the potential by U � that �U � � is a necessary condition for equilibrium�
Hamel had to establish consistency between the two axioms and this could only be done
by a �constraint quali�cation� in fact we �nd it in Axiom II�c	� on page 		� It requires
that to every mass particle there correspond a scalar function u such that the following
equality holds�

�U �
X

dmru�r� �����

where dm denotes the mass and r the state of a particle� If instead of ����� we require

�U � rU�r� �����

where r denotes the state of the whole system of particles� then we obtain essentially the
Karush�Kuhn�Tucker constraint quali�cation� Equation ����� implies ����� because we can
generate the u functions for the purpose of satisfying ����� in such a way that in U we
subsequently �x all variables except for those belonging to one particle�

Unfortunately Hamel was unaware of the existence of Farkas�s theorem� Even in his
Theoretische Mechanik� �rst published in ����� this theorem is not referred to� though
part of the pages ������ �������� are devoted to the Fourier inequality principle� There
we also see that his �constraint quali�cation is not derived rigorously and his reasoning
concerning the Fourier principle is more heuristic�


 Miscellaneous Remarks Concerning Linear Inequalities

Farkas�s most important results concerning the Fourier principle and the theory of linear
inequalities are summarized in his papers ��	
� ���
� ��	
�

The parametric representation of the solutions of linear inequalities was initiated by
Fourier �	�
� Minkowski gave the representation of all solutions using extremal rays ���
� In
the parametric representation given by Farkas ���
� ��	
� it is particularly simple to generate
the rays whose convex combinations constitute all solutions of the linear inequalities�
Writing z�� � � � � zn instead of dx�� � � � � dxn in ����� and ������ we can represent all solutions
of ����� in a parametric form� insert it into ������ and� if the number of variables and the
active constraints in ����� is not large� we can solve the equilibrium problem in some
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cases� For this we have to know which are the active constraints in ������ This method
was recommended by Farkas ���
� The application of the Farkas parametric representation
technique for linear programming is perhaps best done as in the paper by Uzawa ���
� He
completes one inequality to equality �if necessary�� eliminates the nonzero constants on the
right�hand side from the other constraints� inserts the parametric form of the solutions
of these into the remaining equality and the objective function� and �nds the optimal
solution�

The papers ���
� ���
 in Hungarian and German� respectively� have the same content�
Farkas gave a further mechanical application of his theorem on linear inequalities� This
concerns the decomposition of the forces of reaction in a mechanical system into shocks
and others satisfying the negatives of the constraints given for the displacements �Voss
mentions in ���� p� ��
 that this kind of distinction between the forces is attributed to
Painlev�e�� The mathematical results of the paper are reproduced in ��	
� The book ���
�
in Hungarian� does not contain new results as compared to his earlier papers and to the
paper ��	
�

Between ���� and ���� Farkas did not publish on linear inequalities� In ����� after
Haar generalized Farkas�s theorem for the inhomogoneous case� Farkas returned to the
area and published further papers ���
� ���
� �	�
 on system of linear inequalities� The
papers ���
� ���
� ���
� �	�
 are also partially relevant� �	�
 is the German version of ���
�

Haar wrote three papers on linear inequalities ���
� ��	
� ���
� The �rst two are essen�
tially Hungarian and German versions of the same paper� He gave the following general�
ization for Farkas�s theorem �we shall use the notation of Section 	��

Theorem ���� If the linear inequality

g�x � b �����

is a consequence of the linear inequalities

g�ix � bi� i � �� � � � �M� �����

i�e�� if every x satisfying ����� also satis	es ������ then there exist nonnegative constants

�� ��� � � � � �M such that for every x � Rn we have

g�x � b �
MX

i��

�i�g
�

ix� bi� � �� ���	�

This is the same statement referred to by Kuhn and Tucker in a footnote supplied to von
Neumann�s manuscript ���
� This concerns the duality theorem of linear programming
proved by Gale� Kuhn� and Tucker �	�
�

Haar remarked ���
� ���
� that the theory of linear inequalities was developed by Farkas
and Minkowski� The famous book of Minkowski ���
 also contains results on linear in�
equalities �pages 	���� in both editions�� He considered a �nite system of homogeneous
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linear inequalities from two points of view� to represent them in a parametric form and
to discover those which are super�uous� i�e�� can be omitted without changing the set
of solutions� This latter problem led him to prove a theorem closely related to Farkas�s
theorem mentioned in Section 	� For the sake of completeness� we present here the exact
statement of Minkowski�s theorem�

We assume that in the system �	��� the number of linearly independent relations equals
n� the number of components of x� This causes no loss of generality� as Minkowski re�
marked� We also assume that there exists at least one x for which �	��� holds with all
strict inequalities� Such an x is called essential� An essential x is said to be an extremal
ray of the cone �	��� if x is not the sum of two nonzero vectors which satisfy �	��� and
neither of them is a constant multiple of the other�

Theorem ���� Among the linear forms g�
i
x � �� i � �� � � � �M those which are �

for m � � linearly independent extremal solutions have the property that each of them

is essential and all other forms can be expressed as linear combinations of them with

nonnegative weights�

For further references to early papers on linear inequalities see ��
�
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